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DESCRIPTION:
Correspondence, manuscripts, documents, subject files and printed materials of Liubov A. Drazhevs'ka (1910- ), Ukrainian language correspondent for the Voice of America. The collection consists primarily of Voice of America transcripts, dating from 1950-1963. (There are also six notebooks containing notes taken during interviews). The subject files include materials of "Asotsiatsii Ukrain's'kykh Universytets'kykh Zhinok na Emigratsii". The printed materials consist of clippings with articles by Drazhevs'ka (1947-1963), brochures, periodicals and books.

For box list see verso.
DRAZHEVS'KA BOX LIST

Box 1 - Correspondence

Simirenko, A.
Simirenko, M.D.
Simirenko, T. folders I - VIII
Vetukhiv, M.O.
Miscellaneous
Letter drafts to T. Simirenko - 2 folders

Box 2 - Manuscripts

Voice of America transcripts, 1950
Voice of America transcripts, 1951 - 4 folders
Voice of America transcripts, 1952 - 10 folders

Box 3 - Manuscripts

Voice of America transcripts, 1953 - 9 folders
Voice of America transcripts, 1954 - 9 folders

Box 4 - Manuscripts

Voice of America transcripts and related materials, 1951-1955 - 4 folders
Voice of America transcripts, 1955-1956
Voice of America transcripts and related materials, 1956 - 4 folders

Box 5 - Manuscripts, Documents

Manuscripts
Voice of America transcripts and related materials, 1958-1963 - 6 folders
Voice of America transcripts, not dated
Minor manuscripts
Minor manuscripts by other authors

Documents

Box 6 - Subject Files, Printed Materials

Subject Files
"Analysis of Soviet Society"
"Asotsiatsii Ukrains'kykh Universytets'kykh Zhinok na Emihratsii"
folders I - IV

Interviews

Printed Materials
Clippings - articles by Drazhevs'ka, 1947-1963 - 6 folders
Clippings - articles by Drazhevs'ka, not dated
Clippings - miscellaneous (American)
Clippings - miscellaneous (Ukrainian)

Box 7 - Printed Materials, Books (notebooks are included here), Miscellaneous

Brochures
Periodicals (with Drazhevs'ka's articles)
"Pu-hu: Universal'nyi Tyzhneyi Zhurnal"
Liubov Artemovna Drazhevs'ka Papers Series II Contents List

Box II-1 Correspondence

Bureviy, Oksana
Burbil, Dr.
Carynnyk, Galina (6 folders)
Ciuciura, Theodore

Box II-2 Correspondence

Drashevsky, Helen (4 folders)
Chernyavs'ka, Lyubov
Chomiak-Bohachevsky, Marta
Columbia University
Derev'yanko, Andriy
Hayevsky, Helen (3 folders)
Hirniak, Iosip
Johansen, Alla

Box II-3 Correspondence

Johansen, Alla and Shepko, Anna (6 folders)
Karpenko-Krynych, Petro (2 folders)

Box II-4 Correspondence

Kolos, Inna
Kubijowyc, Volodymyr
Kzyvetsky, Vadim
Margolin, Arnold
Margolena Hansen, Lubow (3 folders)

Box II-5 Correspondence

Margolena Hansen, Lubow (3 folders)
Petrov, Victor
Shepko, Anna (3 folders)

Box II-6 Correspondence

Simirenko-Thorpe, Tatiana (2 folders)
Skrypnyck, Mstyslav (1948-1989)
Sokoloff, V.P. (2 folders)
Surovtseva, Nadezhda and Treml, Lidia
Vetukhin, Yury
Miscellaneous

Box II-7 Manuscripts, Documents

Manuscripts
Chronicle of Ukrainian Life in America Radioscript
Radioscripts for Radio Liberty
Box II-8 Subject Files

Drazhevs'ka, Liubov
- Articles about L. Drazhevs'ka
- Courses taught by L. Drazhevs'ka
- L. Drazhevs'ka and the Orthodox Church
- Job search conducted by L. Drazhevs'ka
- Recommendations written by L. Drazhevs'ka

Drazhevs'ky, Artem
Drazhevs'ky, Helen

Box II-9 Subject Files

Drashevs'ky, Helen
- Encyclopedia of the Ukraine
- Hirniak, Iosip
- Voice of America Correspondence
- Voice of America Interviews

Box II-10 Printed Materials (Clippings)

- Articles by L. Drazhevs'ka
- Obituaries by L. Drazhevs'ka

- Articles by and about Yuri Kosach
- Scientific publications by Lubow Margolena

Box II-11 Printed Materials

- Scientific Publications by L. Drazhevs'ka

Box II-12 Printed Materials

- Articles by L. Drazhevs'ka published in journals